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Abstract - This paper describes a finite element method (FEM) analysis for cold burring process of large diameter SGP pipe. 

The large diameter pipes are used for a plant as a flow channel of gas and liquid. A burring process of pipe is generally for 
forming the branch. The burring process is achieved by drawing of die from prepared hole. And the branch pipe is welded to 
the formed pipe. This process has some problem. One is the forming limit of pipe, and the other is needed to machining the end 
surface to be welded. Each problems are depend on the prepared hole shape, thus the optimum prepared hole shape is required. 
In this study, FEM analysis was operated to estimate the optimum prepared hole shape. Prepared hole has two dimensions 
because of ellipse. At first, the length of longitudinal and circumferential direction of ellipse was estimated. Secondly, the 
measurement of the other point that was effected on the end surface shape was estimated. By performing burring and ironing 
process with a tapered punch using a stepped mold, appropriate pre-hole shape that enables welding only in the process of rigid 

body drawing that does not require end face cutting of the branched part in the post process estimated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

This paper reports on the finite element method (FEM) 

analysis of simultaneous combined machining of 

burring and ironing of large diameter steel pipes.A 

branch pipe is one of the parts that make up the piping 

system in factory piping that serves as a flow path for 

gas and fluid.Fig.1 shows an overview of the branch 

pipe.SGP large diameter pipe is used as an example of 
a branch pipe. Burring forming is a typical forming 

technique for branch pipes, and a rigid body drawing 

method [1] has been developed. Burring is a process of 

forming a branch pipe with a circular end at the 

periphery of an elliptical pilot hole drilled in the 

mother pipe, and there is a problem that it takes time to 

cut the post process [2]. In addition, the pilot hole 

shape is often based on field experience and intuition, 

and it is difficult to say that it is the optimum shape. 

The main pipe of the SGP pipe used in this paper has a 

nominal diameter of 150A, a diameter of 165.2mm, a 

wall thickness of 5.0mm, and the target branch part 
has a nominal diameter of 100A, a diameter of 

114.3mm, a wall thickness of 3.5mm, and a burring 

height of 10mm. A bifurcation with uniform height. In 

the burring process using a stepless die performed in 

the previous study, the end face of the branched part 

was not flat after processing, and a difference of about 

1.0 mm occurred in the inner and outer burring height 

in the thickness direction. If there is a difference in 

burring height, end face cutting is required after 

burring. In this study, therefore, we propose 

simultaneous machining of burring and ironing using a 
stepped die and a tapered punch. It is possible to 

flatten the end face of the branched part by performing 

ironing at the same time as burring and filling the level 

difference of the die. The purpose of this processing is 

to derive an appropriate pilot hole shape that can be 

welded only in the rigid body drawing process that 

does not require the end face cutting of the branched 

part in the subsequent process. 

 

 
Fig.1 Overview of branch pipe [2] 

 

II. ANALYSIS METHOD 

 
Fig.2 shows the FEM analysis model. The analysis 

model was a 1/4 three-dimensional model. A 

commercially available finite element method 

software DEFORM was used. The material was rigid 

plastic. Deformation resistance was AISI1010.cold 

data from Yamanaka Gokin Co., Ltd.The analysis is a 

process in which the SGP pipe is held by a die and a 

punch with a spherical shape is drawn from the inside 

of the pipe in the direction of the arrow in FIG.2. A 

taper was provided at the lower part of the punch, and 

the taper part was designed to cause ironing at the 
same time as the burring process. The bending radius 

was 5 mm.This is because the target burring height is 

10 mm and it must be made R10 or less, so the bending 

radius of the branch pipe thickness is judged to be a 

bending radius that is unreasonable for the material. 

Table 1 shows the analysis conditions. Fig.3 shows a 

stepped die and Fig. 4 shows a punch drawing. Fig. 5 

shows the pilot hole shape at the initial value.The 

number of set elements was 50000, and the analysis 
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time was about 3 hours. From the analysis results, the 

pilot hole shape was improved and analyzed. 
 

 
Fig.2FEM analysis model (1/4 analysis model) 

 

Analysis Model 3 dimension 

Material Model 
Rigid plastic 

body 

Element Count 37846 

Punch Speed (mm/sec) 0.1 

Step Increment (sec/step) 0.05 

Shear Friction Coefficient 0.08 
Table1 FEM analysis conditions 

 

 
Fig. 3FEM analysis model (1/4 analysis model) 

 

 
Fig.4 Drawing of punch 

 

 
Fig.5 Hole shape initial value 

 

III. ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Fig. 6 shows the cross-sectional shape of the branch 

pipe in the analysis results performed with the initial 

values. From the analysis results, it was found that the 

inner material flow was excessive, and there was a 
biting part that was caught in the gap between the die 

and the punch, or a part that did not reach the target 

burring height due to insufficient material flow. If 

biting occurs, an excessive load is generated and the 

die and punch may be damaged. The coordinates were 

read by the point tracking function of DEFORM, and 

the pilot hole where the biting occurred was expanded 

in the coordinates before deformation, and the pilot 

hole where the barring height was not reached was 

shortened. By repeating this, the pilot hole shape that 

forms the target branch part was estimated. Fig. 7 

shows the pilot hole shape with the target bifurcation 
shape. This reached the target burring height without 

any biting, and the optimum shape values of 12 points 

were calculated. 

 
Fig. 6Cross sectional shape at initial value 

 
Fig. 7Hole shape of spline curve at 12point 
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Fig. 8 shows the analysis results of the burring process 

performed with the initial shape of the pilot hole using 
a stepless die.The burring height was measured from 

the analysis results.The maximum burring height and 

the minimum burring height are hmax and hmin, 

respectively. The hmax value was 10.22 mm and the 

hmin value was 9.39 mm. Fig. 9 shows the results of 

this analysis.In comparison, when a stepless die is 

used, a difference of 0.83 mm is generated in the 

burring height, whereas in a die with a step, there is no 

difference in the burring height, and a flat surface can 

be formed completely. As a result, by using a stepped 

die, simultaneous burring and ironing processing is 

performed, so that welding is possible only in the rigid 
body drawing process that does not require end face 

cutting of the branch part in the subsequent process. It 

was suggested that the formation of the part was 

possible. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the overall view of 

the pipe after the simultaneous combined machining 

of burring and ironing with the optimum pilot hole 

shape. 

 
Fig. 8Cross sectional shape at using a stepless die 

 

 
Fig. 9Cross sectional shape at using a die with step 

 

 
Fig. 10Hole shape at final value 

 

 
Fig. 11Hole shape at final value (Side view) 
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